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Commit to the Lord  
whatever you do,

    and he will  
establish your plans.

Proverbs 16:3
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Dear Church Family,

Four years ago, we tabled our 2020 vision and we 
set off in faith pursuing what we believed God 
was calling us to pour lives into as a church. We 
believe we have made some great gains towards 
this in 2019.  As one of your leaders, I look BACK 
and give thanks to God for our:

Discipleship Culture: 
Our growing commitment towards being 
disciples that make disciples of Jesus Christ is 
such an encouragement. We praise God for 
several first-time faith decisions for Christ and 
baptisms across both campus locations. We 
can put our fingers on at least two people a 
month having given their hearts to Christ with 
many more making significant decisions to put 
Christ first in every aspect of their lives. We 
give thanks for strong attendance across our 
weekend services with our Eaglehawk Campus 
being at full capacity.1 Council & staff are 
currently considering other service options for 
this location while we think about a long-term 
building solution for this location. Note: Council 
has commissioned a sub-committee to consider 
a new building option that encompasses our new 
property at Brazier St. We also celebrate the 
fact that around 350 people are gathering each 
week in Small Groups to grow deeper in their 
relationship with Christ. We currently have 32 
small groups meeting across our city and it is our 
intention to commence 3-5 groups per year. 

Local Mission: 
Our commitment towards being on mission 
with Jesus in our local context is also an 
encouragement.  The recent involvement 
of many from our church in Bendigo Winter 
Night Shelter demonstrates our deep desire to 
express God’s love and care in tangible ways to 
a needy community.  The MADCOW Cleaning 
ministry continues to expand providing some key 
employment opportunities for a number of Karen 
men and women in this city. Our Community 
Care HUB in the heart of the city is so much more 
than a front for Life Essentials, Gilead, Bookstore 
and a Café. Ministry flows from this place and 
Christ is touching lives, evidenced in a recent 

comment where a man said: “I could not believe 
how real you all are. The café staff looked at me 
like a real person instead of looking right through 
me. People genuinely cared and made me feel 
like I belonged.” Well done to our great team of 
volunteers who serve as the hands and feet of 
Jesus in our various ministry settings right across 
the city!

Global Mission: 
The past twelve months has also seen us look 
beyond ourselves and seek to make a difference 
in other parts of the globe. We have given 
generously to our ministry partners (Bill & 
Pauline Morrison, Dave & Enty Thomas, Andrew 
& Wendy McCulloch, Stephanie McWilliam) 
who are working to share Christ in different 
parts of the globe. We continue to support an 
important work amongst the Sunda people while 
at the same time giving towards the work of 
Baptist World Aid, Global Interaction Australia 
(GIA), Crossover Australia and the Christian 
Leaders Training College in PNG. Our efforts 
to support Karen refugees on the Thai-Burma 
border through our Christmas appeals are deeply 
appreciated, allowing young children living in 
camps to receive a quality education. Overall 
our church has given around $81,000 in direct 
ministry support to global initiatives in 2019. This 
represents around 10.85% of our overall ministry 
budget. Thanks to each of you for your amazing 
generosity!

Leadership 
Development: 
While our intern program has not been 
operating over the past twelve months, the 
Global Leadership Summit has served us well 
in 2019, assisting in the personal growth and 
development of our own people. We stepped 
out in faith this year expecting to double our 
registrations believing that 160 would be in 
attendance. I’m so grateful to our organizing 
team and the large number of volunteers who 
turned up to serve the conference delegates. 
We continue to believe that God is going to 
use this event each year to impact the lives of 
men and women right across this city. It was 

Senior pastor

1 There are approximately 620 people (i.e. children, teenagers, adults) that gather each week across four English-speaking 
services. There are an additional 120 Karen people that meet for worship each Sunday in our Novo Center. 
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also exciting to see 130+ people engage in some 
recent evangelistic training over two nights. We are 
trusting that this will help equip our people to share 
their faith in easy and relevant ways with those that 
they meet. 

Community Engagement: 
Earlier in the year, we had the privilege of hosting a 
training event for pastors from across our city and 
state giving them a basic introduction to relational 
discipleship. This has subsequently opened up 
further conversations and requests for ongoing 
training as we seek to share what we have been 
learning on our journey to be and make disciples 
of Jesus Christ. These have been significant times 
of collaboration reminding us that we are always 
“better together” when we advance the kingdom of 
God.

As we finish this year, I find myself very grateful 
for our church council, a staff team and the 
wider leadership community at BBC. These are 
great people who give of themselves in so many 
unheralded ways. Thank you to each person for 
the way in which you have served. A big thanks to 
Dave Gascoigne and Kris Tatt as they step away from 
Church Council after having served for the past six 
years. Your leadership has been a huge blessing and 
we wish you God’s best as you take a well-earned 
break. There is an abundance of gifts across the life 
of our church and it is exciting to see people using 
what God has given them in service for HIS glory. 

As I look FORWARD, I am convinced that we must 
keep leaning into all that God has in store for us as 
a church family. While none of us, apart from God, 
truly knows our future and the things that He is 
going to do, we must continue to align our priorities 
with His priorities and to be open to what He is 
going to do! This means we must be about the task 
of discipleship (i.e. helping people to discover and 
grow up in Christ). 

This people in this city, state and nation need 
to know Jesus. In our city, with a population of 
approximately 105,000, there are literally tens of 
thousands of people who are perishing and going 
to a Christless eternity because they do not know 
Jesus. This needs to burn in us and drive what we 
do as followers of Jesus. We must be prepared to 
do our part and help reach this city. Success for us 
as a church cannot be taking people from other 
churches. Success is not adding some more amazing 
programs but rather, it is about our commitment to 
being and making disciples. That is what we must be 

known for. Success has to be making disciples that 
make disciples that can make other disciples and 
followers of Christ (2 Timothy 2:2).

With this in mind, Church Council believes we need 
to add some additional staffing resources to assist 
us with our disciple-making efforts. We currently 
allocate 1.5 days to this through our Connect & 
Care budget and this is grossly inadequate as we 
seek to shape and grow a disciple-making culture 
throughout the life of our church. With there being 
little to no creep in our overall staffing budget over 
the past few years, we believe it is time to step out 
in faith and shape a pastoral role across the life of 
our church that is focused solely on Discipleship 
Training & Development. This pastoral position will 
have a major emphasis in helping shape a biblical 
disciple-making culture that permeates not only the 
life of our entire church but also influences the work 
of other ministry partners who seek to implement a 
discipleship model in their own ministry context.

As we look out towards the future, let us remember 
that our measuring stick for what is possible must 
always be God and not us. That is my heart for each 
one of us that calls this place their spiritual home. 
The Apostle Paul reminds us in Ephesians 3:20 that 
God is “…able to do immeasurably more than all 
we ask or imagine…” What will He do as we seek to 
follow Christ’s model of discipleship? We can only 
begin to IMAGINE what might happen as we step 
out in faith and follow His lead into the future.

I look forward to sharing with you at our Annual 
Celebration Dinner and continuing to dream and 
IMAGINE together what God has in store for us as 
we follow Christ into 2020.

Blessings
Pastor Dave Lovell
Senior Pastor
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As I write this report, my final one as Chairman, 
I look back over my past seven years on Council. 
I know without a shadow of a doubt that God 
has been leading us on His journey and His path 
for our church. 

The past 12 months cements the fact that if we 
are to continue to make Kingdom impacts, we 
need to be pursuing a relationship. First and 
foremost, we need to be actively engaging in a 
relationship with our Heavenly Father. Seeking 
Him, communicating with Him and walking in 
His footsteps as we live out the lives He has 
called us to.

Secondly, we need to be working on our 
relationships and interactions with others. 
Jesus spent three years of ministry performing 
amazing miracles and eternally changing many 
lives. But it was to the 12 disciples who He had 
intimately poured into over the three years 
that He gave The Great Commission of making 
disciples. We just have to look at one of those 
12, Peter and how he used relationships to 
grow God’s Church.

At our Church we feel we have been called 
to discipleship, to seek deep relationship 
with Christ and with one another as each of 
us individually take the journey to spiritual 
maturity of BEING disciples who MAKE 
disciples.  
 
Church Council know the importance of this. 
Together we have been pursuing a deeper 
relationship that goes beyond men and women 
just meeting “to do” a meeting. We ensure that 
each meeting is prefaced with a meal together 
and a time of sharing, praying and being 
vulnerable together. Simply put, we follow the 
exact same model which Christ fostered with 
His disciples.

I am excited for where God continues to 
lead us, and the changed lives, blessings and 
miracles He has in store as we continue to 
pursue Him above all else. If we are to take our 
role as disciples seriously, we need to continue 
to invest time, money and our talents into this 
calling. Where our treasure is, there our heart 
will be also. 

As 2019 draws to a close and we look forward 
to 2020, collectively and individually, let us be 
as intentional in being and making disciples as 
Jesus. He started with only 12 but He knew that 
was all He needed to reach the world through 
disciple making. I pray we approach discipleship 
with the same belief and conviction. 

I would like thank God, who is the example, 
sustainer and guide on whom we base 
everything. To my fellow council members who 
I have served with over the years, it is both 
an honour and a pleasure to serve with men 
and women passionate to see God move at 
BBC. I would like to thank you the members. 
You elect us and entrust us with leading the 
church and that is honouring and humbling. 
I am also grateful to my wife and family, who 
are both supportive and understanding of the 
responsibilities of Church Council. Thank you!

Kris Tatt
Chair – Church Council

chairman’s report
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Offerings summary:

Year to date ministry giving to September 2019 
is down by $9,658. We are currently managing 
our expenses, are confident we will meet 
budget on our Facility Hire and should our level 
of offerings be maintained, we should avoid a 
budget deficit for 2019. 

  

The Thanksgiving Building for Life donations 
to 30 Sept 19 is $24,700, and Loan Balance 
$340,687.

The line of credit with Bendigo Bank is 
$112,000 overdrawn.

In Jesus we trust, Sharon Gleeson, FCPA, Treasurer

treasurer’s BBC Report 
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connect and care
The main purpose of the Connect and Care 
role is to help facilitate an environment where 
all people feel connected and cared for here at 
Bendigo Baptist Church.

A key strategy for this is our small group 
ministry. We currently have 32 small groups 
covering 353 church members. This number 
continues to grow. Our intake in February 2019 
was 100 people, either new to their group, or 
new altogether, to small groups. This includes 30 
new young adults. We have refined our intake 
and placement processes and moved also to 
a buddy cluster approach to support small 
group leaders. We have also instituted an audit 
process undertaken usually in the second half 
of the year. Apart from collecting numbers, we 
have also been keen to determine the regularity 
of members at their small group. We have 
consistently been informed that in our groups 
at least 75% of members are regular attenders. 
Others are connected, but barriers such as 
work or child minding can play a part in their 
ability to attend.

The support of Real Life Ministries has been 
invaluable in achieving the results as they 
stand today. Since the DiscipleShift One (DS1) 
model was rolled out into Bendigo, 91 church 
participants have completed the training at least 
once, and the church leaders have completed 
it on multiple occasions. Furthermore, on the 
14th & 15th of June, we held our 4th DS1, with 20 
in attendance. This was the first time we have 
facilitated a DS1 without Real Life Ministries 
being involved. The feedback from those 
attending was very positive, confirming that the 
DS1 is something that will happen annually to 
help strengthen the discipleship culture we are 
intentionally pursuing.

In 2017, the focus was on the DS1, 
understanding the model and terminology 
and the introduction of consistent language 
reflective of the model. The endeavour was to 
influence cultural change in terms of “Disciples 
Making Disciples.” A number of small group 
leader meetings were held with the primary 
focus of creating a support network and sharing 
ideas.

In 2018, Small Group Leader professional 
gatherings were held and sought to establish 
common practice and language. It saw the 
focused introduction of Small Group Guidelines 
and an introduction to the Four Spheres 
conversation in the relational environment and 
the use of the Spiritual Wheel as a measure of 
individual spiritual growth.

This year, we have sought to develop an 
expanded leadership model within the small 
groups. The DS1 targeted potential leaders 
as recognised by their group. We have also 
completed an audit of DS1 participants in small 
groups and hope to work with three small 
groups as a trial, using the Spiritual Wheel for 
the individuals in the group to define their 
individual growth needs and measure their own 
spiritual growth. 

Over the coming 12 months, we want to have a 
mission focus. 

· We hope that small group autonomy 
will allow any small group to invite 
new people as they arrive at church or 
those who come to mind.

· We will look at the current groups 
that we are intentionally working 
with and evaluate and develop further 
opportunities of individual spiritual 
growth and shared leadership.

· The use of clusters will be developed 
more in terms of community impact 
and shared support. 

· The DS1 will again focus on developing 
new leaders in their current groups. 
This will lead to the ability of groups to 
confidently branch.

Ideally, we hope to lead/model a “Discipleship 
Culture” that invades every relationship/
ministry/gathering connected to BBC. A big 
thank-you to Gary and Brenda Griffin who have 
worked tirelessly behind the scenes to make 
Small Groups central to our Connect and Care 
ministry.  You are both amazing and well done.
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Serving Christ  
Together
The Serving Christ  Together ladies have a 
Missionary focus and are a combined group 
from Eaglehawk and Junortoun and meet 
on the 1st, 3rd and 5th Tuesdays of the month.

Speakers from our church family were Fiona 
Mummery,  Josh  Mackenzie,  Merilyn Tatt, 
Janet McInnes, Chris Cuthbertson and guest 
speakers Bruce Stewart and Jacinta Knell.

Coffee mornings and the combined 
churches’ World Day of Prayer were at the 
Eaglehawk Campus. 

Used postage stamps are collected, 
trimmed and sorted for Baptist Mission and 
missionary letters have been passed around 
to keep up to date with the happenings on 
the field. We have also supported Global 
Interaction Month and donations to go 
to Andy Lightfoot who is in training for 
Indonesia.

The Biggest Morning Tea for Cancer 
Research has been a special morning tea for 
many years, and we continue to learn about 
Baptist women around the world and take 

Additionally, our pastoral care teams continue 
to do an amazing job of looking out for those 
in need. Their diligence in cooking a meal, home 
or hospital visits, phone calls and texting, cards, 
providing a listening ear, practical help, some 
words of encouragement when needed and 
prayer has helped to shape the wonderful caring 
environment we are intentionally pursuing. The 
emphasis in the coming 12 months will continue 
to be the same, but we will also continue to 
encourage a culture of looking out for one 
another and fostering compassion in every 
relationship and ministry across the life of the 
church. I would like to thank Michelle Cook for 
her pastoral care and leading the Pastoral Care 
Team at Junortoun. Also, Margaret Robinson 
for the administrative support provided, and to 
the Pastoral Care Teams in both Junortoun and 
Eaglehawk, you are all amazing and pastoral care 
would not look the same without you.

One of the ways that helps us achieve this 
caring environment is the Emergency Prayer 
Chain and the Weekly Prayer Notes. A big 
thanks to Graeme Parker, Lauren Gaskell and all 
those on the Emergency Prayer Chain for their 
commitment to such an important ministry, 
God has moved in some incredible ways 
because of your prayers.

Bendigo Baptist Church continues to attract 
many new faces. To help newcomers find their 
place, we have once again focused this year on 
several “Joining Our Team” gatherings. These 
have been great opportunities to meet new 
people and help newcomers find pathways into 
church life.

I would also like to thank all those involved 
with the greeting ministry. Each team meets 
on the first Sunday of any given month for 
a time of prayer and encouragement. These 
times have proven to be valuable, building 
strong cohesiveness in this essential ministry. 
Thank you to all those involved.  Your ministry 
is greatly appreciated. It is comforting to know 
that there are many people willing to help in 
such an important ministry.  

Thanks to everyone at BBC for the opportunity 
to serve on the ministry team and for your love 
and support to Jill, Sarah, Matthew, Timothy and 
myself over the past year. We are incredibly 
grateful.

Andrew Johnston
Connect & Care Pastor
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piecemakers 
Piecemakers have had a very enjoyable year 
meeting on the second and fourth Tuesday of each 
month from 9am till noon.

Everyone enjoys good fellowship and the sharing 
of many skills. Show and Tell is a highlight where 
ladies share what they have been working on at 
the time.  We have welcomed a number of new 
ladies to the group which has further enhanced 

the experience for us all.  Morning tea remains a 
feature of the morning, as staff members join us 
for a lovely time of sharing life.

Anyone who would like to join us would be made 
most welcome.

Robyn Geyer
Piecemakers – Leader

home the prayer notes to pray for each other.

Members of our own group have given us 
an insight into their life story and everyone 
enjoyed our Favorite Hymns Day and the DVD 
on the Hymns of the Forefathers.  They have 
supported our church mission projects, The 
Far East Broadcasting Company, Hygiene Kits 
for Zambia, Chaplains in Bendigo Schools, 
Homeless Women through Life Essentials, 
Church Debt Reduction and Baptist World 
Aid. 

As we all have a birthday we give thanks to God 
as we support the Birthday Band and the Jit and 
Jan Lanternlight Disability Ministries in Thailand 
near the Myanmar border.

To conclude our year, we will join with the Golden 
Achievers and Piecemakers Craft groups for 
a Seniors Christmas Service and lunch at the 
Kangaroo Flat Sports Club.

Lorraine Clarke 
Serving Christ Together - Secretary

golden achievers 
It has been a most successful year for Golden 
Achievers. About twenty seniors meet on the third 
Thursday of each month for fun, fellowship and 
inspiration.

Our year commenced with a visit from Brian 
Palmer, the creator of some remarkable small 
working engines. Brian is a genius.

We spent time with the Spanner Man in Barraport 
and were in awe of his amazing sculptures made 
from thousands of spanners. John does all these 
wonderful creations from a wheel chair.

We traveled by bus to the lovely Forest Glade 
Gardens on Mount Macedon, shared fellowship 
with seniors from the Church of Christ, enjoyed 
Hymn singing at the Normans with the wonderful 

accompaniment of Bronwyn’s sister, Margaret.

A highlight in July was the exceptional High Tea 
hosted by Jill and Andrew Johnston. Everyone had 
a great time.

We had a wonderful time of nostalgia and learnt 
so much about people we thought we already 
knew.

The year is not quite over, so we still anticipate a 
Mystery Bus Trip, Seniors Celebrate and a visit to 
Castlemaine Gardens.

If these events whet your appetite, we would love 
you to become part of this vital group.

Ken Geyer
Golden Achievers – Leader
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CHILDREN, YOUTH 
& YOUNG ADULTS

2019
Annual Reports

Children’s Ministry 
Sunday morning Children’s Ministry has seen 
growth in the numbers attending and in the 
depth of relationships over the past twelve 
months, which is very exciting.  This is due in a 
big way to the commitment of our wonderful 
key leaders and their teams who show up 
consistently every week through the school 
terms, ready to disciple each other and our 
children. 

A very big thank you to Louise Nott, Spencer 
McWilliam, Wendy Collishaw, Jillie Brierley and 
Naomi van der Leeuw and all of your incredible 
fellow leaders!

Our Children’s Ministry in Eaglehawk has 
changed slightly in structure as we adjusted 
to the age of children attending and leader 
availability this year. We have been running a 
combined preschool and primary program, 
catering for children from four through to 12 
years of age. We are regularly engaging with 
around 25 children each Sunday morning! 

Junortoun continues to offer a preschool and 
primary school program, and in Term 3 we 
added a crèche for the two-three-year-olds. This 
has been a lot of noisy fun and has already been 
a blessing to our families. Our crèche is a huge 
answer to prayer. Naomi has done an amazing 
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YOUTH ministry 
Youth ministry at BBC is a mix of weekly 
groups (like Ignite, Shed, Youth Church), major 
events like Winter Camp and Game of Life, 
smaller groups fostering intentional disciple 
building relationships during the week and 
activity-based groups such as touch football.  

It is an ever-changing dynamic ministry, but 
there is a single goal behind it all!  We seek to 
build genuine community for teenagers that will 
help them to understand/know/love/hold onto 
Jesus and people around them. 

I really appreciate the many people who have a 
heart for this ministry and help make it happen 
in all sorts of ways.  I am also very appreciative 
of many others who take an interest in 
the ministry, praying for us and supporting 
generously where they can.  I particularly want 
to thank our key leaders, and the teams around 
them that give themselves for the youth.  I love 
the opportunity to be involved in ministry with 
them.

Winter Camp was a very worthwhile time 
again this year.  It was excellent to have Katrina 
as our speaker, and from that we had the 
Capernwray Road Trip team spend a week with 

us and we now have Tim Harris with us for 10 
weeks as part of his internship at Capernwray.  
We are looking forward to having Tim’s input 
into our youth ministry in the time he is with 
us.

We are excited to be moving towards building a 
team of volunteers to have intentional input for 
youth at our Eaglehawk Campus. I want to also 
acknowledge the role and support of parents 
and the church community for the youth 
ministry! It is appreciated very much!

A Story

It was exciting to see several of our teenagers 
who have sometimes felt like they are struggling 
to fit into the youth community come along to 
Winter Camp and find that they experienced 
God there or experienced the love and care of 
the teenagers around them and it was a really 
significant time for them.  We heard plenty of 
stories of teenagers holding onto God through 
troubling times of life, and it was encouraging to 
hear the reality of their faith.

Dave Gillett
Generations Pastor

amount of work behind the scenes to get this 
up and running and I am very grateful for her 
enthusiasm to see children enjoy learning about 
our Jesus who loves them.

As we approach the end of 2019, we are 
continuing to reap the benefits of our emphasis 
on leaders seeing themselves as followers 
of Jesus who are making disciples who make 
disciples. The discipleship process occurs for 
children and youth exactly the same way that 
it does for adults, and to be able to watch this 
happening has been incredible. We see adults 
coming alongside to equip and build up our 
younger leaders, who in turn are building up 
our children. It has been inspiring! God is good 
and at work! 

Louise has welcomed three new young leaders 
into Kidz Biz, giving them an opportunity to 

grow through serving, and Spencer currently 
has six teenagers in Gateway, learning, growing 
and blessing those around them. 

Sunday morning discipleship, no matter how 
effective, can never replace the role of the 
family in a child’s spiritual development. We 
are very aware that our role is to equip and 
encourage families reinforcing what is already 
happening at home. Over the past year, we have 
continued to provide resources through the 
newsletter, weekly emails and Facebook which 
are all designed to assist families live out their 
faith together through the natural rhythms of 
life. We are excited about what God is doing 
through our families!

Donna Clarke 
Children’s Ministry Worker
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YOUNG ADULTS
I appreciate the partnership of the YA 
leadership group in helping the Young Adults 
(YA) community at BBC to be the best it can 
be.  Kim Phillips, Rowan Nash, Tim Chan, Isaac 
& Emily Parkinson, Andrea Steel, Chris & Jacqui 
Naunton, Mitch Nott, Phil & Caz Marriott have 
a real heart for our YA community, and are a 
blessing to me as we lead together.

It has been pleasing to see how small groups 
have continued to develop through this year, 
and it is certainly evident that they have a great 
deal of value for our Young Adults.

Side-by-Side mentoring relationships is another 
way in which we have seen our YA community 
growing in maturity, as they receive intentional 
input from other mature believers and do the 
same for others too.  Jacqui Naunton, Lauren 
Gaskell and Kristen Gleeson have been an 
encouragement to work with on this.

Through our Sunday gatherings and Village 
Nights, we continue to try and be creative 
about how we present messages and involve 
each other in what we are doing.  Social media 
is a valuable tool we are seeking to use well and 
are using other tools such as      padlets to get 
feedback/questions/ideas.  

We have also just started a podcast for the YA 
community, which we hope can be helpful for 
people to be able to engage more deeply in 

topics/teaching.  

I am particularly excited to see how many of 
our young adults are involving themselves in 
ministry within the church, and outside the 
church as well.  I am convinced that it says 
something significant about the health of our 
young adult community when lots of them want 
to put their faith in action in ministry roles 
and build community with each other through 
serving others.

Small groups are a vital part of the YA 
community, and we want to build that more and 
more next year.

State Youth Games was a big event on the 
calendar for the young adults that went very 
well and was an excellent time of bringing the 
group together.

A Story
Monday night netball continues to be a great 
connector for people to find their way into 
our YA community.  Over and over again, I 
hear stories from people who have found 
themselves coming along to netball, meeting 
people, enjoying the community and then 
getting involved more deeply.  It is simple, but 
very effective.

Dave Gillett
Generations Pastor

Girls’ Brigade Bendigo
Bendigo 
The year at Bendigo has been a full and exciting 
year with lots of different activities for the girls. 
We started the year with a camp at Elmore, 
using the time to build relationships AND earn 
a badge! Woo hoo! The camp was a great time 
to think outside the box – in relation to where 
and how we do camps with great results and 
things to look forward to in the future. We have 
done childcare, first aid, world travel, fun with 
food and paint (not together!), our body, our 
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emotions, our Life Rulz, our Girls’ Brigade. 
We have tried new things and gone over old. 
We have packed boxes and collected bottle 
tops. We have done it all with the aim to see 
the girls’ lives transformed and God’s world 
enriched. 

Our numbers are sitting on 48 – a great and 
consistent number-and the team has changed 
slightly but includes 10 absolutely wonderful 
leaders. 

This year, the older girls have stepped up and 
helped with the younger girls.  It has been 
FANTASTIC as we have seen them grow in 
confidence and enthusiasm.

Also this year, we are also celebrating the 
reception of two Pioneer Pins! It has been 
8 years since our last Pioneer Pins, the 
highest Australian Award in Girls’ Brigade. 
Congratulations to Bree Rankin and Katherine 
Howell. 

Victoria 
The State has worked hard on relationship 
building activities this year – for girls and 
leaders-including camps and day activities 
and a trip to the theatre to see Charlie & the 
Chocolate Factory. The State Council is small 
and has lost two members who have not been 
replaced yet, but they are leading the way 
across Australia with innovative ideas to keep 
GB relevant to girls, their families and their 
partner churches.

Australia 
The Board continues to strive to ensure all 
things GB are safe, well governed, relevant and 
transformational. I am enjoying my second term 
on the board, this time with a portfolio of Risk 
Management. The next national camp (Jan 2020) 
for girls 16 to 21 is outside the box: it is with 
Boy’s Brigade! We have no eligible girls to go, 
but I am part of the crew.

International 
In 2018, GBI attended the United Nations 
Committee on the Status of Women (CSW) 
as official delegates. Part of UN Women, CSW 
is the principal global intergovernmental body 
exclusively dedicated to the promotion of 
gender equality and the empowerment of 

women. For NGOs (like The Girls’ Brigade), 
it is one of the only areas where there is 
the opportunity to interact with, and try to 
influence, global policy making.  This year, GBI is 
inviting young women to attend on behalf of GB 
in New York 2020. 

The International President’s Committee met 
this year in the Cook Islands and discovered 
how far away the Pacific Fellowship is (including 
Australia), and how complex it can be to travel 
to international events!

I am grateful, once again, for the support of the 
church to allow this amazing mission to happen 
right here in our backyard and beyond.

Jenny McWilliam 
Senior Team leader 
Girls’ Brigade Bendigo
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worship ministry
It has been fantastic to come onto staff at BBC 
and begin ministry at the church. My family 
and I appreciate being so warmly welcomed by 
the council, staff, and church members. We are 
settling into Bendigo and BBC and look forward 
to being part of this community for a long time.

It has been very pleasing to see the healthy 
state the Worship ministry is in as I have 
started my role. Leighton has so obviously led 
and developed the ministry with passion and 
wisdom and it is wonderful for me to be able 
to come on board with the ministry in such a 
positive place. He, Dave and others are helping 
me transition in and gain understanding about 
this ministry and the church, which is very 
beneficial. 

In my time at BBC so far I have enjoyed meeting 
up with and getting to know many members of 
the team, the Worship Leaders in particular. I 
have been thrilled to encounter people of such 
genuine faith, love for Jesus and a passion to see 
God’s people worship Him. This is a wonderful 
group of leaders and we are blessed to have 
them in their roles. We have also met up twice 
as a group where we have had the opportunity 
to worship together, get to know each other 
and explore what it means to continue to grow 
in our giftings and develop the worship ministry. 

I am excited about continuing to work with 
this group of people and for us to be shaped by 
God and His word as we seek to lead BBC to 
worship Him in spirit and in truth. 

The Worship and Tech team members as a 
whole met up recently which gave me an 
opportunity to introduce myself more fully to 
each of them, for us to worship together and to 
learn new songs and receive training. There was 
a fantastic sense of ‘team’ as we spent this time 
together. I look forward to us doing it again 
soon! 

Having been here for a term now I have had 
a great introduction into our church and the 
ministry I’m working in. I still feel like I am 
learning, and have a lot more to learn, as I get 
up to speed, but I am excited and encouraged 
by what I have seen already and by the potential 
that exists in our church and in this team for 
effective ministry in Jesus’ name. I look forward 
to us continuing to co-work with Him to 
see His Kingdom come and His will done in 
Bendigo.

Andy Denny
Worship Pastor
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Eaglehawk campus
Wow..what a year!!  Although it seems to have 
flown by fast, we have certainly achieved a lot 
together and have seen God working in mighty 
ways.  Our Church family continues to grow in 
numbers and intimacy as we passionately and 
wholeheartedly pursue living out what it means 
to be and make disciples of Jesus Christ.  I love 
sharing these reports with you, but at the same 
time it is a challenge to share everything I would 
like to in such a short paper.

A number of years ago, shortly after the merge 
of Eaglehawk Baptist and Bendigo Baptist Church, 
our members decided to sell the Church manse, 
in faith, not knowing what God had for us next.  
Little did we know that we would, in a few short 
years, outgrow our current ministry facility 
as we launched new ministry and gatherings 
right throughout the week.  It has been in this 
incredible blessing and pursuit of what God is 
doing in Eaglehawk that we were led to purchase 
the adjacent property at 15 Brazier Street.  It was 
obvious that God wanted us to maintain a strong 
presence within a stone’s throw of the Eaglehawk 
CBD. 

Our Church family has been busy setting up the 
house and shed to cater for our growing ministry 
needs.  A recent significant working bee saw 
about 40 people gather to clean, concrete some 
new paths, hang new doors, install handrails and 
set up the new workshed that would double 
as storage, and a workshop for the MADCOW 
Community Garden and the new Eaglehawk 
Commons Art Program (I will tell you more 
about that shortly!).  We are excited that the 
house will enable the gathering of all types of 
people around different interests as they either 
explore who Jesus is or grow in their faith 
together.  

The house will have a number of gathering 
spaces, including a functioning kitchen allowing 
us to cook and gather around food, a dining 
room to eat together and gather for training and 

conversation, a lounge which can be used for 
small groups and other ministry gatherings, and 
a larger multi-purpose space for our children’s 
ministry and larger gatherings.  In much of our 
development over the last five years, it has been 
a simple focus on developing gathering spaces 
where people can gather together, to grow and 
give, and in the process are equipped to make 
disciples as they are sent into the World.

We know that the current house will eventually 
be moved off the site to enable a future building 
project to cater for our Church ministry needs, 
but until then, we will use it to its full capacity for 
the Glory of God.         

We are committed to doing all it takes to live out 
and grow in what it looks like to be and make 
Disciples of Jesus Christ.  We have seen significant 
shifts in our culture of the Church in the last 12 
months.  It has been evident in people’s language, 
commitment to serving in the life of the Church 
and day-to-day life, and a significant growth 
in people’s engagement in small groups and 
other relational environments where they are 
intentional in growing as Disciples.  You only have 
to take a Sunday gathering as an example as we 
lift the roof off in praise and worship.    

I love the simplicity and power of simply being 
together as a Church family.  We have grown 
in our love for God and for others as we have 
gathered as the Church each weekend, shared 
lunch, had fun on our Church Camp, passionately 
served in ministry together, met as small groups, 
ate and laughed in each other’s homes and simply 
doing life together day by day.

You can measure the health of a Church family 
by its fruit (Gal. 5).  It is obvious that, although 
we are far from perfect, we are certainly making 
a huge difference by the Grace of God.  Who 
are we?  We are Sons and Daughters of the King, 
living as His Disciples as we make other Disciples 
of Jesus Christ.  We are not over complicating it! 
It is as simple as that. 

Café 3:sixteen
Café 3:sixteen continues to surprise me!  What 
do I mean by that?   What started out with as 

a group of 10 people gathering to eat together 
and chat and has now gradually and consistently 
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grown to a community of over 100 people.  
What began as a bridging ministry to connect 
people into the life of the Church has naturally 
evolved into a congregation of its own.  People 
call it their Church.  People from all walks of 
life, beliefs, classes, employment statuses, and 
even people facing addiction and homelessness 
gather for fun and fellowship.  It has become 
a sanctuary for the people of Eaglehawk to 
come and explore Jesus in a safe and warm 
environment.  Let us not forget the amazing 
efforts of feeding them all each week, led by 
Alison Apostolou and a great team of volunteer 
cooks.  We certainly give the kitchen a good 
workout.

A highlight for me were a number of faith 
decisions and a baby dedication.  It was raw 
and real as we gathered around the family as 
a community and committed to supporting 
them to bring their little boy up in the ways of 

the Lord.  It has been a real joy to have been 
blessed to be a part of people’s lives being 
transformed through the active work of the 
Holy Spirit.  Bring on more transformation!  

We look forward to utilising the Brazier Street 
House to further explore what Café 3:sixteen 
small groups could look like in that space.  
We are committed to ensuring that we are 
continuing to build on the relationships that are 
formed so we can help people to follow Jesus 
and grow in their spiritual maturity.

I would like to thank our Café 3:sixteen 
leadership team, led by Travis and Rhian 
Cox, and the Christians (all Christians who 
attend) who play an integral part in facilitating 
the nights and having loving and intentional 
conversations of faith with those who gather 
each week.  A body is whole when all the parts 
are playing their particular and specific role.

Schools ministry
Our Church is blessed to serve breakfast every 
week day of the year, organise a canteen to give 
the students of special lunch and volunteering 
in the classrooms reading to students.  We also 
hold an influential role on the School Council 
as a Community representative. 

In term 3 this year, our school team put on an 
afternoon tea to say thank you to the School 
staff and to support and encourage them 
following the tragic death of a grade 2 student 
in their school.  It was a challenging time for not 
only the staff and students, but also our school 

ministry team who were close to the boy.  The 
afternoon tea was well received.  It gave us an 
opportunity to speak to the staff all together 
to encourage them, to share some insights on 
grief and to let them know that we as a Church 
family were upholding them in prayer.

I would like to highlight the dedication and 
commitment of our school’s ministry team, who 
day after day are representing Jesus to staff and 
students.  A special thanks to Alison Phillips 
who is doing a marvellous job leading the large 
team of volunteers.

MADCOW Community Garden & Ea-
glehawk Commons Art Program
The garden and art program are going really 
The garden and art programs are going really 
well.  A part of the Brazier property, and thanks 
to a FRRR grant that we received, we have been 
able to enclose and secure an existing carport 
into a fully functioning workshop and art studio.  
People are gathering all throughout the week 

to continue to develop the Community garden 
hothouse and propagation system, and also 
to prepare their art projects to be ready for 
the ‘love and growth’ exhibition later in the 
year.  The art program is quite amazing!  The 
coordinator, Ali Thompson has come to faith 
within the last few months.  She has hit the 
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ground running as she has passionately invested 
her God-given talents to allow her to connect 
with people who do not know Christ.  She 
has developed a new ministry model, program, 
leadership team and has resourced the ministry.  
She has people gathering in the studio space 

who are Buddhist, agnostic and new to the faith.  
Everything, including art, in Ali’s case, is a means 
to be and make disciples of Christ.  Watch this 
space and chat to Ali if you would like to get 
involved. 

Community Engagement
Each year, we have the incredible opportunity to 
play a major role at the Eaglehawk Community 
Christmas Carols, where about 3000 people 
gather to sing and celebrate Christmas.  The 
Carols have a strong Christian focus and once 
again provide an occasion to share the Christmas 
message.  We are so grateful that we can share 
Jesus with our community.  We know that He 
is the answer to the pressures and challenges 
that people face in their day-to-day life.  Please 
be praying for the Carols 2019, that people will 
ultimately come to know Jesus.

Our Church had a strong presence at the 
Eaglehawk Children’s festival and Dahlia & Arts 
parade this year.  The Combined Churches 
of Eaglehawk came together with a float that 

highlighted our Oneness in Christ, in love 
and together as the body of Christ.  It was 
well received and represented, but for me the 
highlight was simply being together and rubbing 
shoulders with the other Churches in Eaglehawk.

I hope you have enjoyed celebrating these great 
stories of what God is doing in and through us!   
We look forward to another big year.  I have 
sensed for the last couple of years now, that we 
are only just warming up for what God will do in 
and through our Church family.  Until we write 
again, I love you!

Brock Gravener
Campus Pastor
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Administrator’s
2019 

Annual Report
Administration
Church Administration in many people’s eyes 
is seen as essential but not headline grabbing 
and we are very comfortable with that view.  
If we are in the spotlight, it will be because 
something went wrong.  We believe that, in the 
year in review, we have managed to keep out of 
trouble and also make some positive gains and 
be a strong overall contributor in the life of the 
church. 

Our regular activities consist of the following: 
paying bills, paying staff, ordering supplies 
(communion, cleaning, office and associated), 
arranging regular servicing of our equipment 
and appliances, attending to repairs, venue 
hire, insurances, BUV liaison, preparing the 
weekly Bulletin and associated, updating the 
website, banking, organising Church Council 
and member meetings, updating membership, 
reviewing the church directory, Working with 
Children Checks, Policies, Procedures and 
OH&S.

We enjoy what we do, but yes, we have our 
moments of frustration when things disappear 
or turn up unannounced, when we have to 
follow up others who may not have left things as 
they should have or when resources are wasted. 
Fortunately this doesn’t happen very often.

As the Administrator, I get to do a multitude 
of different things in a week and generally no 

two weeks are the same. Since the 2018 Annual 
Report, I have also been able to get involved 
in non-core activities such as event managing 
the AGM last November, working with others 
to put on the Blokes’ night in February (which 
included a pig-on-a-spit and a bull riding 
machine), and hosting the Men’s Breakfast at 
Eaglehawk Campus in May with William Green.  
Also in May, there was the Super Sizzling 
Sausages Men’s night and DVD ‘The Case for 
Christ’.    

Other highlights for the year have included:

• very well attended Working Bees in 
March (Junortoun) and September 
(Eaglehawk). Areas of focus covered 
in March - auditorium ceiling tiles, re-
arranging storage to accommodate excess 
pews, grounds and building clean-up/
improvement, NOVO Centre galvanised 
cladding. Areas of focus covered in 
September – Brazier Street clean-up 
included: new concrete paths, gurney to 
clean down exterior walls and roof, re-
organising storage and wicking beds, OH&S 
equipment fitted etc.;

• assisting Connect and Care with hosting 
Joining Our Team luncheons; 

• updating the Church Directory / Database;
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• advertising our Facilities on LIFE FM;

• refurbishing the female section of the 
Amenities block and progress towards 
updating the male section continues.

Our facilities at Junortoun Campus are very 
well regarded by a range of internal and 
external users.  We are always looking for ways 
in which we can increase our facility utilisation.

A Story  
In November 2018 & May 2019, our Junortoun 
Campus main building was used for the State 
& Federal Elections, respectively, as a polling 
booth.  I stood in the queue at the May election 
and thought, ‘How good is this!’ We have people 
from our community entering our building, 
standing waiting and meanwhile our TV screens 
are sharing photos and messages of who we 
are, what we do and details on some of our 
ministries.  Be encouraged to promote our 
facilities at every opportunity.

May I also take this opportunity to thank all 
those who willingly serve in a whole range 
of areas within BBC, from counting money 
to car parking, to serving cups of tea/coffee, 
to Gateway, Welcome, Worship teams, Youth, 
Small Group leaders and much, much more.  
You really help make up the body of Christ in 
action.  Our giving has again been strong over 

the year with $1,744.30 to Crossover from our 
Good Friday Offering and $2,899.35 was given 
in support of Andy Lightfoot from GIA. $6,000 
was passed on to the Sunda in January and 
$24,700-  has been given towards the Building 
for Life Thanksgiving offering in September 
2019.

Attendance has been stable at Junortoun 
Campus for both AM & PM services, whereas 
Eaglehawk Campus has continued to see 
growth. (See graphs).

Our Property Committee has had an active 
year with involvement in the Working Bees, 
Shade sails, and Solar Panels proposal. We have 
also replaced our ride-on mower and acquired 
a new push mower.

I would like to note the contribution Steve & 
Melody Fleischer as the Junortoun Campus 
Caretakers over the past 17 years. They have 
shown a very strong servant heart to the role 
and their endurance was remarkable.  We took 
time in September to say a formal thank-you 
and goodbye. The following week we welcomed 
Lachlan & June Weir as our new Caretakers.  
God is good all the time. 

Ian Stephens
Administrator
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Bendigo Christian  
College Report 2019

Vision: That every child would have access to 
quality, Christ-centred education.

Mission: Nurturing, inspiring and equipping 
young people to take their place and to influence 
their world for Christ.

Thank you for the opportunity to present this 
report. Since March this year, we have met 
at least monthly as we progress towards the 
establishment of our school. We would like to be 
able to have a commencement in January 2021. 
This could be delayed until 2022.

We have now included onto our school board 
Garry Griffin, a former Bendigo school principal 
who has also worked in additional roles in the 
education department. Garry brings substantial 
skills and experience. He and Graeme Coleman 
are overseeing the registration and planning 
permit processes.

As our church will know, the school purchased 
two relocatable buildings which we believed 
would be a basis for commencing the school.  

We now see that the multitude of costs and the 
“look” of establishing the school in portables 
may not be the right path to take. As we began 
praying about this, we were approached by two 
Christian schools outside of Bendigo. Both these 
schools are quickly expanding and needing top-
up classrooms. We thought that we had bought 
the portables for us and our use - maybe God 
has other plans? We should know by November 
if the money allocated to the portables can be 
re-directed.

The school board always values your prayers 
and your journey with us.  We see the 
commencement of Bendigo Christian College 
as very much an exercise in trust and faith. 
Praise to God alone!

Yours in faith,
Phil Trebilcock

On behalf of the Bendigo Christian 
College Board
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Director of Community Care 
Report 2018

There has been significant growth and change 
over the past 12 months and it has been a 
very productive and challenging year for many 
reasons.

The Cleaning business (MADCOW 
Cleaning) has grown exponentially and 
the current space was not adequate for the 
business. The Op Shop warehouse was also 
inadequate, so after nearly 18 months of trying 
to find a solution, we finally made the move 
to premises that could incorporate the needs 
of the op shop as well as the expansion of the 
cleaning business. This resulted in the lease 
of 5A Wellsford Drive, East Bendigo. 
The outcomes were positive, significant and 
immediate.

Our desire is to now work towards the 
purchase of a property in the next three years. 
With lease costs so high, this would be a good 
strategy for the long-term sustainability of 
BBCCI.

The NEXUS production of Les Misérables 
was exceptional, and the team rallied when 
Julie Lovell was unwell for an extended period. 
Janelle Rotherham went well above and beyond 
to ensure there was as little disruption as 
possible.

With 1Hope the inclusion of Lynley Jordan 
into a shared role with Alison Phillips has 
seen an increase in mentors and a stronger 
connection with the Strathfieldsaye Primary 
school in particular.

Our Community Engagement work has 
seen a closer connection with the homeless 
and we feel a purpose-designed day centre 
would be a good fit for us in the future.

The Bendigo Winter Night Shelter was 
a huge success for its first year. I sit on the 

committee that oversees the project and 
we were able to form closer relationships 
with many other local churches. The project 
highlighted the need for a long-term day centre, 
so we will pursue this in conjunction with other 
building needs into the future.

With approximately 40 staff with 9 key leaders 
and 200 volunteers, it is important to find 
ways to bring us all together and encourage 
each other. It also highlights the need for good 
communication and ensuring that the culture of 
love and acceptance filters through to everyone. 
We are making a difference in our community 
and we will continue to share God’s love with 
those that we meet. 

To watch a person come from a hopeless and 
homeless situation to walking with Jesus makes 
it all worthwhile! 

The bigger we grow the more compliance 
we need to meet. This comes at a financial 
cost and we will need to ensure we resource 
the administration well in order to meet our 
obligations. 

On a personal note, there have been many 
highs and lows for Sue and I this year, including 
the passing of my mother and the birth of two 
grandchildren. Sue is a huge support to me and 
helps me maintain a great balance in life.

I rely on God for my strength and direction and 
I am so thankful to Him for all that BBCCI is 
and will be into the future. It is a privilege to 
serve Him and help people discover Him for 
the first time.

Blessings
Matt Parkinson
Community Care Director
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1Hope Mentoring Program
It only takes one caring adult to make a 
difference and change our world!

It has been a busy year for our 1Hope 
Mentoring team! We are growing and now 
have 14 Mentors over 2 schools and are 
currently training 3 more Mentors. There are 4 
Mentors at Camp Hill Primary School and 10 
at Strathfieldsaye Primary School. The staff and 
teachers at both schools are very supportive 
and encouraging of the program and there 
are often requests for more Mentors. The 
staff and teachers believe the 1Hope program 
is a unique, positive and special opportunity 
to meet one on one with a child. The 1Hope 
team believe it enables Mentors to develop a 
relationship that is consistent and stable and 
displays the love of Jesus. 

The mentors meet regularly to share stories, 
issues, ideas and to support one another. Here 
are some classic quotes of 2019:

o ‘My Mentor is my new BFF (Best Friend 
Forever)’

o ‘Can you come Mondays too? I hate 
Mondays!’

o Grade 2 student - ‘Will you still be my 
Mentor when I am in grade 6?’

o Staff member - ‘Can your Mentors come 
every day?’

o ‘Thank you for coming ALL these times’ 
o ‘Please come and run the Lapathon with 

me?’
o Teacher - ‘I have seen a positive difference 

in this child’

The future of the 1Hope Mentoring Program 
is looking really positive.  However, there 
are always requests for more Mentors and 
sometimes this is quite challenging to achieve. 
If you believe this is an area that God is calling 
you, get in contact with us. 

It involves ONE hour, ONE day a week with 
ONE child. How hard is that? The difference 
could be you!

We have appreciated the support of the 
wider BBC community and would value your 
continued prayers with this most beneficial 
ministry and outreach.

Alison Phillips & Lynley Jordan
1Hope Mentoring Coordinators

Gilead Counselling
One of God’s prime desires seems to be for 
One of God’s prime desires seems to be for 
all to function to as close to our full potential 
as we can.  A major part of Gilead’s role is to 
work with our many clients to assist them in 
their attempts to achieve this goal in their lives.

Gilead’s counsellors are not perfect, or the 
“font of all wisdom”, but we are willing to allow 
God to work through us to help our clients, in 
humility. We are pleased to acknowledge God 
always in our work, and we never deny that 
Gilead is a counselling centre that comes from 
a Christian perspective.

With the amount of client stories during the 
year, it is challenging to speak about one for this 
brief report. However, perhaps I will discuss a 
group of clients, namely, those struggling with 
anxiety-type challenges. Anxiety can present 
in many ways: panic; “Obsessive Compulsive 
Disorder (OCD)”; phobias; etc.  Several of 
our clients being helped with these, or similar 
issues, have been taught strategies to minimise 
their anxiety levels so they can function more 
effectively in life.  At least one female client has 
learned to successfully question and validate 
the non-beneficial thoughts that regularly enter 
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her mind.  Often these thoughts can be based 
on inaccurate and irrational data, and a person 
with an anxiety challenge may not interpret this 
data beneficially.  When a different approach 
to analysis of the life data is developed, this 
can often give a client much more confidence 
in their life.  Some positive results can be, and 
have been, improved social interactions; using 
God-given gifts more willingly and effectively; 
decreased fears and increased joy in life. 
Definitely a positive for this and many other 
clients!  

We hope to continue this type of work, and 
any other work that arises from our clients, 
so Gilead can continue to build on the long-

term positive reputation that has already been 
established for its professional approach to 
counselling our clients.

May God continue to bless this ministry in the 
years ahead as the counsellors employed by 
Gilead put their trust in God as His instruments 
in assisting their clients!     

Mark Boyd
Counsellor

MADCOW Cleaning
By the grace of God and his continued 
goodness we have seen the business continue 
to grow at a rapid rate. We now have got three 
people on permanent staff, with another 34 
employed on a casual basis of which 26 are 
from from culturally and linguistically diverse 
backgrounds (CALD). The majority of our 
CALD staff are Karen but we also have one 
lovely Indonesian lady whom our clients adore 
as much as they do the Karen. Our work varies 
from bigger commercial clients, NDIS recipients 
to residential customers.

The NDIS is a big part of our workload but 
with that comes a variety of things to consider. 
The reason a person is on the NDIS is due to a 
health condition. That condition has a significant 
impact on how they live their lives. Often 
these people feel disconnected from society 
and some do not have much support network 
around them at all.  This has allowed us endless 
opportunities to show God’s love in practical 
ways. 

Each staff member has their own little way but 
some of these include:

- praying for clients in their homes 
before they leave (regardless of 
language barriers);

- taking extra care to help clients to see 
the cleaner has been helpful (folding 
pyjamas and placing them under pillows 
on the bed or folding the toilet paper in 
the bathroom);

- having everyday conversations with 
clients as they clean (sometimes the 
cleaner might be the only person a 
client sees in a week and sometimes 
a client takes a chair and follows the 
cleaner around)

- sharing the joys of life with them 
(when they get a new car or something 
significant happens, they share this news 
with their clients where appropriate)

- helping them purchase small items 
to make their life easier (especially if 
financial intermediaries are in place)

- sending them a card if something 
significant happens in their life (death 
of a close family member, milestone 
birthday, etc.)

- telling clients, “I miss you” if they were 
away for a long period of time (longer 
than a few weeks)

From a staff perspective, many of our staff 
identify as Christian but some do not and are 

gilead
counselling

pathway to healing
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on a journey of discovery. This year has seen us 
be able to have conversations about God with 
our staff too. One of the things that we hear a 
lot is Karen staff sharing examples of how much 
God has changed their lives. It has been a great 
blessing to see some of our Karen staff share a 
little about their story with our non-Karen staff. 

This year, we were also recognised for what 
we do at the inaugural Rural Australians for 
Refugees (RAR) Awards Night. We were 
nominated in two different sections, Small 
Business of the Year (MADCOW Cleaning) 
and Small Business Employee of the Year 
(Rollay Bani). We were the recipients of the 
Small Business of the Year award and Rollay 
was runner-up in the Small Business Employee 
of the Year award. We do not do this for the 

awards and accolades it brings but we do give 
thanks to God for his continued favour upon 
our ministry. 

Finally, thank you so much to all of you that 
support us through allowing us to clean your 
home or through prayer. Without your support 
or God’s blessing we certainly could not do 
what we do. Please continue to pray for us as 
we move into 2020 and beyond.

Maree Shay
Operations Manager

Life Essentials Bookstore
The Life Essentials bookstore turned two in 
October 2019.

Thanks to all those who shopped with us and 
supported us as a local business with a focus on 
Christ. Over the past year, we have increased 
awareness of the bookstore’s presence in 
Bendigo and the surrounding area seeing new 
repeat customers.

We know it is serving a purpose and the sales 
have been steady, but sales have not continued 
to increase, which has led us to review its long-
term viability. The outcome from this review is 
to close the bookstore at the end of this year.

Dave Annison has worked hard to engage local 
churches, but the take-up has been slow. Dave 
and a small group of volunteers have provided 
wonderful customer service and have poured 
their time and talents into the bookstore, but 
it seems the lure of online shopping has had an 
overwhelming and negative affect on sales.

We were aware from the onset that this may 
be the case but felt there was little risk in trying 

to provide a door to Christian resources in 
Bendigo.

I want to take this opportunity to thank Dave 
Annison for his tireless work over the past 
three years. Dave developed and implemented 
the business plan that helped get the bookstore 
off the ground in 2017. Dave was regularly 
contacting local churches and continuing to 
lift the profile of the business as well as trying 
various marketing strategies to improve sales.

Dave and the team served well, and I believe 
honoured God through the bookstore. I also 
want to thank those who patronised the 
bookstore over the last two years of operation.

We will continue to sell stock for the next few 
months but will no longer take orders.

Blessings
Matt Parkinson
Community Care 
Director
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Emergency Relief and Community 
Engagement
Responding to the Community with food 
parcels, accommodation, clothing, bedding 
and sometimes furniture has been possible 
with the support of our church generously 
giving to the Hope Appeal each year. We see 
people come into Life Essentials anxious and 
sometimes disillusioned by their circumstances. 
It takes courage to request an appointment for 
help but then they leave here being blessed by 
their immediate need being met with love and 
kindness extended to them by our Team.

Throughout the last 12 months, we have 
grown to be known for our support of people 
experiencing homelessness, with our laundry 
facilities, shower, meal vouchers and hot 
breakfast. The MADCOW Breakfast averaged 
20 people in the last few weeks of winter, 
keeping our dedicated team of volunteers on 
their toes!

The Bendigo Bank provided us with Crisis 
Accommodation for a 12-month period which 
enabled us to support several individuals 
and families. The Winter Night Shelter was a 
wonderful opportunity to extend support to 
people experiencing homelessness. We were 

involved in the assessment process and venue 
coordination. To see these people shift from 
hopelessness to some element of hope in mind, 
body and spirit simply through the provision 
of shelter, safety, warmth, food and company is 
clear evidence of everyone’s human need and 
right.

The Emergency Relief and Community 
Engagement service to the community has 
allowed us to engage several new volunteers 
to the team. Our Upcycled Clothing Enterprise 
has opened up an opportunity to engage people 
creatively in something of value and Thursday 
afternoon ‘Cuppa and Chat’ has brought about 
regular contact and friendships.

Prayer has been a real blessing and an 
important part of what we share with 
the people we serve. Having some of our 
connections with the public convert to 
attendance at church and faith decisions has 
been the ultimate joy for our team.

Fiona Mummery
Community Engagement Worker

Life Essentials
CHANGE. . . that would describe the past 12 
months at 214 Hargreaves Street.

The major change has been moving out of the 
Hopetoun Street warehouse to 5A Wellsford 
Drive, East Bendigo. This was an enormous 
undertaking and involved many people. Thank 
you to everyone who helped, big or small. 
The new warehouse is amazing!  We have 
light, power, concreted floors and it is also 
waterproof. The staff who are starting to work 
there seem to really like it.

The warehouse at Hargreaves Street has also 
been transformed and it has made the area 

much better for staff interaction. There are 
new systems for getting stock into the shop 
and how we present and decorate. The shop 
displays are so much better, and the staff really 
look forward to ‘their turn to do the front 
window’.

Changes to sales due to sites like Facebook 
Marketplace: we have had a greatly reduced 
amount of good furniture, etc., donated. It is so 
easy now to sell online and this has been very 
noticeable. On the other side, we also now have 
the opportunity to sell online more easily, and 
we have begun to make use of this as well.
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The sales have been down, but we are aiming 
to increase this through the use of online 
sales, better shop display of stock, having our 
warehouse furniture inventory available online 
for us to view at any time.

We still have a number of Work for the Dole 
participants in retail, hospitality, warehouse and 
cleaning, as well as our workers from Amicus 
helping out.

With all the changes that have happened, there 
have been a few volunteers who have moved 
on, and this has allowed us to bring in some 
‘new blood’. It has been pleasing to have people 
from our church wanting to volunteer, and 
moving forward, we would love to have more. A 
commitment to a morning or afternoon a week 
is enough to make a difference.

A big thank you to the volunteers who make 
this such a great place to be, from people who 
have been here since it opened, the Saturday 
crews, truck, warehouse, front counter, admin, 
manchester, cleaners, tag cutters, sorters, 

pricers, toys, handbag and shoe people, watch 
fixers, book checkers, bin emptiers, coffee 
makers, dishwashers, food preparers, etc. There 
are so many people involved to make this place 
run. The list of jobs that people can be involved 
in is enormous.

The Café still continues to make their 
magnificent MADCOW Burger and sausage 
rolls, as well as many other food items. Over 
1000 cups of coffee were provided to people in 
need during the year, as well as many meals. It is 
a place where many people come to meet in a 
nice relaxing environment.

One of the highlights has been how many 
people come to our morning prayer time. Some 
days it is only three or so, but on other days it 
has been 12 or more and it has been great to 
have our ‘Word for the Day’ sometimes and to 
spend some time together in God’s word.

Rod Meadows
Operations Manager

MADCOW ADMINISTRATOR
Another year has passed in my role as 
MADCOW Administrator. I have continued 
to settle into this role in 2019. Processes 
that were developed last year continue to be 
refined, added to or changed as the need arises. 
I love being a part of the team at Bendigo 
Baptist Community Care (BBCCI). We have a 
lot of fun together and it is a great environment 
for everyone, including staff, volunteers and 
those in the community who come into Life 
Essentials.

This year has seen huge growth in the 
MADCOW Cleaning business, particularly in 
servicing clients under the National Disability 
Insurance Scheme (NDIS).  However, with 
this huge growth has come an increased 
administration workload for both Maree Shay 
and myself. We are creating strategies for 
dealing with this extra workload and it is an 
area which will need to be regularly examined 

to ensure best practice continues as the 
cleaning business is projected to grow in the 
years to come.

Another area of my role is the management 
of Payroll at BBCCI. One major challenge in 
Payroll has been changes to the Long Service 
Leave provisions in Victoria.  A new Act was 
passed in 2018, and in 2019, the Portable Long 
Service Leave Act was also passed, resulting in 
two major implications for BBCCI. Firstly, all 
employees, including casual employees will now 
be entitled to long service leave. In addition, in 
the Cleaning and Community Service sectors, 
employees will now be able to take their long 
service leave with them between employers 
in the same sector.  It becomes ‘portable’. This 
will create extra work in a quarterly return 
being submitted to the government covering all 
BBCCI employees.
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Cash flow of any business is extremely 
important and allows the business to run 
sustainably. To assist in improving the cash flow 
of BBCCI, I have been working to follow up 
Accounts Receivable (customers who owe 
BBCCI money). As a result, Accounts Receivable 
levels have continued to fall. Invoicing systems 
have also improved, and customers are invoiced 
in a timely manner for services completed (for 
example in areas of Cleaning, Bookstore, Gilead, 
NEXUS Hire etc.).

Overall, we at BBCCI continue to work 
together to achieve the goal of reaching those 

in our community who are most vulnerable, 
journeying with them and assisting them in their 
life. Administration is often a ‘behind-the-scenes’ 
part, but I believe we all work in our own areas 
of expertise to achieve the vision of BBCCI 
together.

Naomi Boyd
MADCOW Administrator

Playgroups
As another year has passed by, I am pleased 
to report the Mainly Music and Playgroup 
programs that run every week during the term 
are thriving.  

Bendigo Baptist Church, do you know what an 
outreach this is? 

At the beginning of each year we have families 
eagerly waiting for the start of these programs, 
many returning for the fourth or fifth year and 
beyond. They love it!

It is indeed a privilege to coordinate such a fun 
and appreciated program, and I am so thankful 
for a wonderful team of eleven people that 
serve and help me faithfully every week on 
different days.

If anyone reading this report loves making cups 
of tea, doing craft with adorable little people, 
chatting and sharing stories, maybe this could 
be YOUR fit, being the hands and feet of Jesus 
and mouth and ears too. 

It is so important to grow the kingdom of God. 
This is the real purpose of all that we do in 
this space and we would love more helpers any 
time.  

Mainly Music has a God thread through the 
songs.  This gives a perfect opportunity to 

expound on and share about God with little 
impressionable people and their families, many 
of whom are unchurched but love what is 
“different” about our program.  Even when you 
do not think you are doing anything special, 
God is using all we do and say for His purposes 
and we pray it will be significant in changing 
people’s lives. 

As we head into the final term, we have 66 
families with 104 children coming through our 
doors each week - WOW!   

It takes a village to raise a child and this is what 
we are a part of every week. “Let us rejoice and 
be glad in it!”

Jewell Jones
Co-ordinator
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NEXUS BYT
This year, 2019, NEXUS BYT celebrated its 10th 
year of productions. Ten years of connecting 
students from every school in Bendigo (some 
traveling from long distances to be involved 
in the NEXUS programs), of providing acting, 
drama, singing and dance. We have seen youth 
develop life skills, while nurturing a sense of 
self-worth and developing confidence and much 
more. They have built community, friendship and 
found a NEXUS family. We have been blessed 
to see so much change in the lives and even 
families of those involved in NEXUS. 

So, for our 10th year, we were excited to 
be presenting Les Misérables, a play about 
redemption and finding hope in a lost world. 
Les Misérables is such a powerful musical and 
for the NEXUS team, it has been a dream to 
be able to produce a show of such high calibre 
and with such amazing talent in the cast of 68 
students and alumni. 

From 130 youth that were originally interested 
in auditioning, we ended up with 68 young 
people participating in this year’s production. 
We are thankful to God for helping us through 
this process. This happened naturally and 
without NEXUS having to turn people away.  
So, we can still say that we have never said ‘no’ 
to youth who want to participate in NEXUS. 
That is such a positive thought when you are 
saying to young people, “You will always have a 
connecting point at NEXUS”. 

The year started very smoothly, with the 
students learning the music and all the singing 
before we really delved into the acting, so by 
the end of Term 1, we were even ahead of 
schedule. Unfortunately, over the Easter break 
our producer, Julie Lovell, was unwell and 
unable to continue at NEXUS for a few months. 
While this was an extremely difficult time, as 
Julie desperately wanted to be at rehearsals, it 
was also amazing to see how Janelle Rotherham 
and the team pulled together and the kids rose 
to the occasion and how during Term 2 we 
were able to continue to build Les Misérables. 

A huge thank you to all who stepped up helping 
this year. You all did amazingly!  Still, it was with 

great relief that Julie could return to NEXUS 
in full swing by July and to see her be able to 
drive the show to its performance.  And what a 
performance it was!

Les Misérables was outstanding, and the 
audience of almost 3,000 people across the 
eight performances (three alumni, five cast 
shows) was left marvelling at the amazing talent 
exhibited in these casts. 

Yet NEXUS is more than caring about the 
quality of the show. It is really all about the 
student journey, not the end product. Even after 
ten years, the sets, the costumes, singing and 
directing do provide the NEXUS team with 
a challenge to stretch our abilities. Each year, 
we try to excel, but why do we do it? Not just 
for the challenge to stretch our abilities but 
because it is a way of loving these youths. 

We are buoyed when a young person says, 
“I have never had clothes fit me and make 
me look so good,” or “My personal favourite 
moment is at the end of the night after bows 
and the house lights turn on”.

As leaders, we love to stand back and watch 
the proud parents greet the kids as they come 
off stage. Giving that moment to each of these 
families is precious. 

We are always amazed by the stories of lives 
changed forever. 

Here are a few highlights: 
· Y7 & Y9 girl shared how they both were 

planning to commit suicide before they 
found the NEXUS community; 

· A lead who is Autistic, who was suicidal 
before he found NEXUS, said that the 
NEXUS community has changed his life 
and now he has found friends and knows 
how to develop community;

· Y9 boy whose dad was released from 
prison and was able to come and see his 
son on stage, the highlight of his year; 

· Two parents shared how they were 
dealing with suicide until they found the 
NEXUS family;  
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· The Alumni program allowed our 
returning grads to develop mentoring/
leadership skills and the cast benefitted 
from their incredible input, as they 
developed relationships on and off the 
stage that helped them become even 
greater versions of themselves.

A huge thank-you to the church for ten years 
of believing in NEXUS. For your prayers, for all 
your help in assisting us to bless these young 
people and to all who have been involved in 
NEXUS over the past 10 years, thank you for 
helping to change young lives across Bendigo! 

Moving forward, we have NEXUS Unmasked, 
NEXUS Dance and Nexatonix running in 
October/November before we start to think 
through all things Oliver for 2020!

Hope to see you all in the audience 

Love and blessings 
Julie Lovell and Janelle Rotherham
NEXUS Team
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BBCCI
treasurer’s report

 
 
 

BENDIGO BAPTIST COMMUNITY CARE INC. 
MEMBERS MEETING NOVEMBER 2019 

 
BUDGET NOTES FOR 2020 year 

 
As we draw towards the end of our 10th year, I was reflecting on how much the entity has evolved, 
grown and developed. God has steered our ship in many directions that we could never even have 
dreamt of and I have been so blessed to be a part of this ministry since its inception.  
 
Our growth over the last 9½  years is staggering: 
 

 
      

The 2019 year shows steady growth once again and our anticipated turnover for the year is $1.6M 
and an estimated surplus target of approximately. $40,000. 
 
Madcow cleaning is building a very solid client base both in the consumer and commercial sectors.  
With increases in expenses associated with a growing business, adjustments to hourly rates, etc., 
have ensured its long-term viability and resulted in an expected increase in profits for 2020. It 
certainly has achieved our original aims of employing Karen refugees, now employing 35. We are 
currently exploring new growth areas under the MADCOW banner that would enhance the 
business and generate more income to support many aspects of the charity. 
 
Life Essentials has seen a slight downturn in sales this year. The key factors behind this is the ease 
and effectiveness of online sites like Gumtree, Bendigo Buy, Swap & Sell, etc., that many are using to 
sell and buy larger furniture items.  
 
With a combined surplus from Life Essentials and Cleaning of approximately $180,000, it contributes 
towards the employment of a full-time Community Care Director who provides vision and oversight 
of the Charity.  Our administrator tackles the ever-increasing administrative load associated with a 
charity of this size, and the hours will be increased from 15 to 25 hours per week in 2020. The 
ongoing costs of running an organisation of this size have also increased substantially. 
 
We are still monitoring the Madcow Café model and looking at new ways to enhance its profitability. 
The heavy reliance on volunteers does make the café quite fragile and we will seek to build more 
stability into it over the next 12 months. 
 
Nexus BYT celebrated another successful year in all aspects and continues to be a significant 
influence in the lives of our youth community. Nexus contributes to the organisation financially as 
well as being a contributor to the overall mission. Les Misérables was a huge success in 2019 and we 
are looking forward to Oliver in 2020 and envisage another strong year. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

INCOME

INCOME
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Our vision
To be a community of 
empowered believers 

reaching our city, 
state, nation and 
globe for Jesus.
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Playgroups, 1Hope and Gilead for the most part remain strong ministry areas that are at the heart of 
our mission. They have a net breakeeven effect on the budget.  
 
We feel we have lost the bookstore market to online sales. Although the bookstore is holding its 
own, it is not reaching the anticipated and moderate sales levels we would have hoped for. We will 
watch this space closely as we draw towards 2020. 
 
The funds raised from the 2017 MADRide were used to employ a Community Engagement worker 
over the next two years. The creation of this position has been a real success and highlighted our 
need to staff this position ongoing as it has enhanced our ability to work closer with the homeless 
and marginalised. We hope to increase this position from 15 to 30 hours per week.  
 
The MADRide is set to launch again in 2020. The profits generated from this will provide some 
financial support to the Community Engagement role as well as helping us move towards the 
possibility of purchasing our own premises in the future. 
 
 

 
 
The purpose of BBCCI is to serve our community as an act of obedience and love to God, and to 
share that love of Christ with a lost world. We must remain financially viable whilst never losing 
sight of these objectives. 
 
In Jesus we trust 
Sharon Gleeson FCPA & Matt Parkinson   
7 October 2019  
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